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Letter from the Chair
December 7, 2020
The Honorable Gavin Newsom				
Governor of California
The Honorable Toni Atkins					
Speaker pro Tempore of the Senate				
and members of the Senate

The Honorable Shannon Grove
Senate Minority Leader

The Honorable Anthony Rendon				
Speaker of the Assembly					
and members of the Assembly

The Honorable Marie Waldron
Assembly Minority Leader

		

DEAR GOVERNOR AND MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATURE:
Earlier this year the Little Hoover Commission initiated a review of the economic impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic to better understand the challenges facing the California economy and identify how state government
can support those impacted by the pandemic-induced recession. The following report details our initial findings
and recommendations for promoting an equitable recovery.
The Commission found that in order to rebuild California’s economy, state government must work boldly to
help small businesses survive and retool. The Commission also found, however, that even with an improving
budgetary outlook, state government does not have the resources to address the enormous economic impacts
of the pandemic on its own.
In this report, we discuss how California can promote equitable recovery by leveraging private sector resources
to support small businesses, especially those in underserved communities and communities of color. California
has already taken important steps toward developing robust mechanisms to support small businesses, including
the recent creation of the California Rebuilding Fund. The Commission recommends that state government build
on this initial work by forging deeper public-private partnerships that expand existing initiatives to support small
businesses and by taking additional steps to ensure that this support reaches underserved communities.
Over the next several months, we will examine additional approaches for supporting those impacted by the
pandemic-induced recession and for addressing the longer-term economic effects of the pandemic. We intend
to issue subsequent work next year.
The Commission respectfully submits this work and stands prepared to help you address the economic impacts
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
									Sincerely,

Pedro Nava, Chair
Little Hoover Commission
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Executive Summary
A Dual Crisis
The COVID-19 pandemic poses a dual crisis for
California. The pandemic is a health crisis that has
cost the lives of more than 18,000 Californians. It is
also an economic crisis that has wreaked economic
catastrophe. The pandemic-induced recession
has left millions of Californians unemployed and
brought countless small businesses to the edge of
extinction. The impact has fallen disproportionately
on communities of color and on underserved
communities, amplifying existing inequities in
California’s economy.
The Little Hoover Commission began studying the
economic impacts of COVID in Summer 2020 to
identify how state government can best support
an equitable recovery. The Commission finds that
the state must work in partnership with the private
sector to support California’s small businesses,
especially those in underserved communities.
California has already taken important steps in this
direction. Additional state leadership and expanded
action are required, however, to meet the scale of the
crisis confronting small businesses.

The Economic Impacts of the
Pandemic
The COVID pandemic produced the sharpest and
deepest economic contraction in California’s modern
history.
Impact on Employment. More than twice as many
Californians lost their jobs between March and May
2020 as did during the Great Recession of 2008.
Unemployment in Spring 2020 reached levels not
seen in California since the Great Depression.
Impact on Small Business. As of early November,
more than 30 percent of California’s small businesses
remained closed. Thousands of small businesses
have shut-down permanently.

Impact on Marginalized Communities. The
pandemic has hit minority- and women-owned
businesses hardest. Job losses are concentrated
among lower-wage and less-educated workers, and
among workers from communities of color.
Need for Public-Private Partnership. State
government must work boldly both to support
those impacted by the recession and to address
California’s structural inequalities. Yet California faces
a fundamental challenge: even as COVID devastated
the state’s economy, it also decimated the state
budget. Even with an improving budgetary outlook,
California state government does not have the
resources to fully address the enormous economic
impacts of COVID.
In order to put the state on a pathway to recovery,
state government must leverage private resources—
financial, institutional, and human talent—toward
addressing the economic impact of COVID.

Supporting Small Business
In order to foster economic recovery, and address
the pandemic’s disparate economic impacts, state
government must leverage public-private partnership
to support small businesses, especially those
in underserved communities. Small businesses
accounted for nearly half the state’s private
sector workforce at the start of the pandemic.
These enterprises are the cornerstones of vibrant
communities. They provide livelihoods and jobs and
drive local economies, supporting local tax bases and
helping to maintain communities’ economic wellbeing. The Commission finds that efforts to support
small businesses must include two key elements:
◊

California must support the financial institutions
that serve underserved communities, especially
Community Development Financial Institutions
(CDFIs). CDFIs are uniquely positioned to support
businesses in underserved communities, but they
need affordable capital to do so.
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◊

California must develop a loan program that
can help small businesses survive the current
downturn and retool for a changed economic
landscape. Small business loan programs that
provide subsidized financing have a track record
of increasing small business profitability and
employment. They also carry a multiplier effect,
increasing economic growth and expanding
government revenues, benefiting the economy
and communities as well as the immediate loan
recipients.

California has taken the first steps toward developing
a robust mechanism to support small businesses and
CDFIs, and encourage broader economic recovery,
with the creation of the California Rebuilding Fund.
California Rebuilding Fund. The Rebuilding
Fund supports small businesses by aggregating
funding from the state, CDFIs, major banks, and
philanthropies. The state appropriated $25 million
toward the fund as first-loss capital to help attract
additional funding from private sources. The goal is
to leverage state dollars to create a Rebuilding Fund
of $250-$500 million, which will be made available to
CDFIs to provide low interest small business loans.
Given the scale of the crisis facing small businesses,
state government needs to work to expand the
Rebuilding Fund and maximize private participation,
while also ensuring that funding reaches small
businesses in underserved communities and
communities of color.
Coordinating Information and Resources.
California state government also needs to work in
partnership with the private sector and with local
government to make information more readily
available to small businesses. Foundations, civic
organizations, nonprofit entities, and city and county
governments, as well as state government, are
all supplying small businesses with financial and
technical assistance. Aggregating information by
developing a single web portal for resources would
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have the benefit of creating a one-stop shop for
business owners around the state looking to identify
potential sources of financial or technical support.

Recommendations
State government has taken important steps
to support California’s small businesses. Bold
leadership and close collaboration between the
public and private sectors are needed to build on
this initial work. The report concludes with five
recommendations for supporting small businesses in
underserved communities:
Recommendation 1: California should develop and
execute a strategy for maximizing participation in
the California Rebuilding Fund among California’s
financial institutions.
Recommendation 2: California should report
demographic and geographic data on the small
businesses receiving support from the Rebuilding
Fund to demonstrate that funding from the
Rebuilding Fund reaches small businesses in
underserved communities. Where needed, California
should work with city and county governments and
with community-based organizations to improve
access to the Rebuilding Fund.
Recommendation 3: California should develop a
strategy for expanding the size of the Rebuilding
Fund, with an aspirational goal of creating a
fund of one billion dollars. California should also
consider making the Rebuilding Fund permanent by
establishing an annual, recurring state contribution.
Recommendation 4: California should design and
execute a campaign to raise awareness of CDFIs
and other mission-based lenders, especially among
grantmakers and impact investors.
Recommendation 5: State government should
partner with the technology sector to make
informational resources more broadly accessible to
California’s small business owners.

Introduction
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on California
has been devastating. The human toll of COVID is
enormous, with more than 18,000 deaths attributed
to the disease and more than a million confirmed
cases in California. The pandemic has also led to
the sharpest and deepest economic contraction in
California’s modern history. More than twice as many
Californians lost their jobs as a result of the pandemic
as did at the depth of the Great Recession of 2008.
Unemployment in Spring 2020 reached levels not
seen in California since the Great Depression of 1929.
In addition to posing a healthcare crisis and an
economic crisis, COVID has also exacerbated
a third crisis: a crisis of long-term inequity and
inequality. Both the economic and health effects
of the pandemic have fallen disproportionately
on Californians from underserved communities.
The pandemic has had a disastrous impact on
small businesses, and it has hit minority- and
women-owned businesses hardest. Job losses are
concentrated among lower-wage and less-educated
workers, and among workers from communities of
color. In seeking to build back from this downturn,
state government must work intentionally to address
both the disparate impact of the pandemic and the
structural inequities it has exposed.

and identify opportunities to work in collaboration
with the private sector to mitigate the pandemic’s
impact and foster recovery. By leveraging private
resources—financial, institutional, and human
talent—to address the impact of COVID, state
government can partially compensate for a difficult
budgetary environment. Moreover, by collaborating
strategically with private entities, both for-profit
and non-profit, state government may be able to
more effectively support and encourage equitable
recovery.

Supporting small businesses is
critical both for addressing the
pandemic’s immediate impact
and for rebuilding California’s
economy.

The Commission launched its review of the
economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic in
June 2020, to better understand the challenges
facing the California economy and identify how state
government can support those impacted by the
pandemic. The Commission found that California
faces a fundamental challenge: even as COVID has
devastated the state’s economy, it has also decimated
the state budget and constrained short-term policy
making. State government currently has limited
resources on its own to support recovery.

This report first surveys the economic impact of
COVID-19 and then focuses on how state government
can work with the private sector to support small
businesses impacted by the pandemic. Supporting
small businesses is critical both for addressing the
pandemic’s immediate impact and for rebuilding
California’s economy. State government can foster
economic recovery by partnering with the private
sector to help small businesses remain open, return
to profitability, and increase employment. Publicprivate partnerships have already emerged that
aim to provide small businesses with the financial
and technical assistance they require to survive
and to retool for a changing economic landscape.
With greater state leadership, there is considerable
potential to scale and coordinate these emerging
initiatives and to promote and sustain small business
recovery.

State government does not, however, need to
work on its own to support those impacted by the
pandemic. The state of California must also explore

In addressing small business recovery, this report
focuses on the immediate economic effects of the
pandemic. The Commission intends to issue further
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reports that study the longer-term economic impacts
of COVID and that examine additional approaches for
supporting those impacted by the pandemic, such as
job training and reskilling, steps to bridge the digital
divide, and strategies to mitigate the pandemic’s
long-term implications for intergenerational social
mobility.

A Dual Crisis - The Economic
Impacts of the COVID-19
Pandemic
The COVID pandemic poses a dual crisis for
California. The pandemic is a health crisis. As of midNovember 2020, more than 18,000 Californians have
died as a result of COVID and there have been more
than a million confirmed COVID cases in California.
The pandemic is also an economic crisis. In addition
to human tragedy, COVID has wreaked economic
catastrophe. Between March and May 2020, as the
pandemic spread worldwide and state, national,
and global closures brought economies to a halt,
California lost more than 2.6 million jobs in just two
months.1 This was twice the number of jobs lost
during the Great Recession. Between mid-March
and September, 7.5 million unique Californians
filed for unemployment insurance benefits.2 At
the downturn’s deepest point in April, the officially
reported unemployment rate exceeded 16 percent,
four percentage points higher than at the depth of
the Great Recession.3
A fuller picture of the scale of unemployment comes
from the California Forecast at UC Santa Barbara,
which since the beginning of the pandemic has
calculated an estimated weekly unemployment rate
that captures unemployed workers not included in
official figures. According to the California Forecast,
the weekly unemployment rate in California
exceeded 22 percent in April 2020, the highest
level of unemployment seen in California since
the Great Depression. As of mid-September, the
estimated weekly unemployment rate remained at
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about 15 percent.4 A large portion of workers also
remain underemployed. The Public Policy Institute
of California estimates that 9 percent of workers
between May and July were working part-time but
would have preferred to be working full-time.5
The pandemic has most impacted employment in
the service sector. Jobs in leisure, entertainment,
hospitality, and retail tend to be human-facing and
were thus vulnerable both to mandatory closures
and to measures designed to reduce the risk of
disease transmission. These industries were further
affected by declines in in-person consumption, as
well as by declines in travel and tourism.6 From
February to May, there was a 44 percent decline in
employment in accommodation and food services;
these two industries accounted for nearly half of
job losses during that period. There was also a 17
percent decline in retail employment; in contrast,
healthcare, manufacturing, and construction all
experienced declines of 8 to 10 percent.7 As of
late September, unemployment in leisure and
hospitality remained 30 percent below January levels;
conversely, overall unemployment was down by
about 9 percent (See Chart 1).8
The disproportionate and enduring impact on
the service sector underscores that the pace of
recovery and length of the recession are likely
to be closely tied to the course of the pandemic.
Although mandatory closures and stay-home
orders substantially curtailed consumer spending,
economists testifying before the Commission
emphasized that the decline in economic activity
remains the result also of individuals’ concern for
safety. To illustrate the impact of fear on consumer
demand, Jerry Nickelsburg, Director of the UCLA
Anderson Forecast, observed that following the
terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, it took 31
months before US airline travel returned to pre-9/11
levels.9 Even in states that have reopened more fully
than California, health concerns continue to depress
consumer demand and economic activity.10

According to Nickelsburg and Mark Schniepp,
Director of the UC Santa Barbara California Forecast,
California is in the early stages of an uneven and as
yet only partial recovery. As of September, California
had recovered only a third of the jobs lost in March
and April.11 The Anderson Forecast suggests that
California will not see a full recovery until the end
of 2022; even then unemployment would remain
at around 6 percent.12 This forecast is predicated,
moreover, on the emergence of effective vaccines
and an end to pandemic-induced shutdowns in 2021,
as well as the provision of additional federal stimulus.

April at a 45 percent decrease in the number of
small businesses that were open as compared to
January 2020; as of early November, the number of
small businesses that were open remained more
than 30 percent below the January level (See Chart
2).14 Yelp reports that as of the end of August 2020,
California had the second highest rate of small
business closures among the states; of the ten U.S.
metro areas with the highest rates of small business
closure, six were in California—San Francisco,
San Diego, San Jose, Riverside, Los Angeles, and
Sacramento.15

IMPACT ON SMALL BUSINESSES

It is unclear how many small business closures
are permanent. The failure of small businesses
often goes uncounted because of insufficient realtime data and because small businesses often do
not go through formal bankruptcy proceedings.16
The pandemic’s impact appears, however, to
be catastrophic.17 Nationally, small business
bankruptcies between February and July were up
36 percent from 2019.18 Yelp reports that as of

The pandemic’s impact on California’s small
businesses has been devastating. In April 2020,
a Small Business Majority survey found that 44
percent of small businesses in California had closed
or were planning to do so.13 The Opportunity
Insights Economic Tracker shows comparable
impact. According to Opportunity Insights’ data,
small business closures in California bottomed in
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the end of August almost 40,000 California small
businesses appearing on that site had closed since
March 1; nearly half of those closures (more than
19,000) were permanent, with restaurants and retail
establishments representing the most severely
affected.19
The impact of COVID has been most severe on
minority-owned businesses, which tend to be
concentrated in the sectors most affected by the
pandemic.20 According to one study of national
small business closures, 41 percent of Blackowned businesses and 31 percent of Latino-owned
businesses nationally had shut down at least
temporarily in April.21 In comparison, only 17 percent
of White-owned businesses had closed.
This disparate impact has continued even as
economic conditions have partially recovered. In
June, 5 percent of White-owned small businesses
remained closed; in contrast, 19 percent of Blackowned businesses and 10 percent of Latino-owned
businesses remained closed. Women-owned
businesses have been more severely impacted than

businesses owned by men: 25 percent of womenowned businesses had closed in April and 10 percent
remained closed in June, in both cases higher than
the numbers for male-owned businesses.22

IMPACT ON MARGINALIZED COMMUNITIES
The COVID pandemic has touched all Californians.
Across the state and across communities,
Californians have had their lives upended as schools
went virtual and work went remote. Job losses
impacted all sectors of the economy. Californians
who did not lose their jobs or businesses faced pay
cuts, declines in revenue, and fear that they may lose
their job. Individuals have been cut off from friends
and extended family. Surveys suggest that anxiety
and depression are widespread.23 “Loss of life among
friends and loved ones, fear of contracting the virus,
concern about economic security, and the effects of
isolation and loneliness have all taken a toll on the
mental health of the population.”24
Yet the impact of the pandemic and of the
pandemic-induced recession have fallen unevenly
on Californians, amplifying existing inequities in

Chart 2: Small Business Closures
In California, as of November 9, 2020, the number of small businesses open decreased by 31.8% compared to January 2020.
Nov 9, 2020

-31.8%
Total

Source: Opportunity Insights, Economic Tracker, https://www.tracktherecovery.org/. Accessed 11/19/2020.
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California’s economy. Higher wage workers in many
sectors have the opportunity to work remotely, thus
maintaining their employment and reducing their risk
of illness. Jobs losses, conversely, have been borne
overwhelmingly by communities of color and by
lower-income and less-educated workers:
◊

◊

◊

According to the California Budget and Policy
Center, the unemployment rate for summer 2020,
adjusted for likely misclassified workers, stood
at 19 percent for Black Californians, 16 percent
for Asian Californians, and 15 percent for Latino
Californians. The adjusted unemployment rate for
White Californians was 13 percent.25
Initial job losses were significantly higher for
less-educated workers than for those with
baccalaureate degrees. Fifty-five percent of
workers who do not hold a degree higher
than a high school diploma or GED filed initial
unemployment claims between March and June
2020. Conversely, only 10 percent of workers
holding a baccalaureate degree or higher filed an
initial unemployment claim in that period.26
Employment rates for low-wage workers fell
significantly more than they did for high-wage
workers. Low-wage workers have also seen
less recovery in employment. According to data
compiled by Opportunity Insights, employment
among California’s low-wage workers (those
earning less than $27,000 annually) fell by 36
percent in April, and remained 28.2 percent below
pre-pandemic levels in September. In contrast,
employment among high-wage workers (those
earning $60,000 or more annually) fell by 15
percent in April, and, as of September, was only
2.3 percent below pre-pandemic levels (See Chart
3).27

Lower-income workers and workers from
communities of color who maintained employment
as essential workers have often done so at
increased risk to their own health and to the
health of their families.28 The health impact of

the COVID pandemic falls disproportionately on
lower income communities and on communities
of color. The COVID death rate is twice as high for
Black Californians as it is for White Californians.29 In
addition, the Los Angeles Times reported in August
that neighborhoods in Los Angeles County with the
highest poverty rates experienced infection rates
almost five times higher than those areas with the
lowest poverty rates.30 UC Merced’s Community and
Labor Center similarly found that counties with high
levels of low wage work also tended to show higher
COVID positive test rates than counties with less low
wage work.31
These disparities in health effects are tied to
structural inequality. Communities of color tend to
have higher percentages of essential workers and
higher densities of occupants sharing dwellings.32
Obesity and diabetes, conditions that tend to be
more prevalent in communities of color as a result
of higher poverty rates and lower access to care, are
risk factors that can lead to complications of COVID.33
Moreover, lower-income individuals also tend to wait
longer to seek treatment for COVID out of concern of
their ability to pay for healthcare.34
Disparities in the impact of the pandemic fall
especially heavily on immigrant communities and
undocumented Californians. A study by UC Merced’s
Community and Labor Center from May 2020
found that pandemic-related job loss was highest
among non-citizens.35 Undocumented workers are,
however, ineligible for unemployment insurance
and for federally funded relief, meaning they were
unable to benefit from the temporary expansion in
unemployment benefits or from federal stimulus
payments.
As both a health and as an economic crisis, COVID
has fallen hardest on traditionally marginalized
communities. The pandemic feeds on and
exacerbates underlying social and economic
inequities. In June, as California began to reopen,
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Chart 3: Percent Change in Employment – High Wage vs. Low Wage Workers
In California, as of September 24, 2020, employment rates decreased by 9.1% compared to January 2020 (not seasonally adjusted).
Sep 24, 2020

-2.3%
High Wage
(>$60K)

-9.1%
Total

-28.2%
Low Wage
(>$60K)

Source: Opportunity Insights, Economic Tracker, https://www.tracktherecovery.org/. Accessed 11/12/2020.

economists testifying before the Commission
warned that California was likely to see an “L-shaped”
recovery, characterized by a slow recovery. What
emerged in the following months has instead been
described by some researchers as a “K-shaped”
recovery as higher wage workers, affluent
communities, and many major corporations have
seen a relatively rapid rebound propelled by lowinterest rates and rapid recovery in asset prices.
On the other hand, more vulnerable communities
bore the brunt of the pandemic’s initial impact and
continue to wait for recovery.

RESPONDING TO THE PANDEMIC-INDUCED
RECESSION
The COVID pandemic has amplified the long-term
crisis of inequity facing California. Income inequality
and issues of housing affordability have intensified
COVID’s impact. Meanwhile, the pandemic’s
disproportionate impact on low-wage earners
highlights occupational polarization in California.
Most job creation in California following the Great
Recession occurred in the service sector and those
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jobs tended to feature lower wages than those
lost during that downturn.36 The state’s workforce
increasingly splits between high-skill, high-wage
and low-skill, low-wage jobs. The New America
Foundation captured this polarization when it quoted
one Bay Area workforce development professional
as saying, “We’re living in a Jetsons economy and
a Downton Abbey society.”37 It is an aphorism that
describes California well beyond the San Francisco
Bay Area.
The pandemic has also exposed weaknesses in
California’s safety net. The recession overwhelmed
the Economic Development Department (EDD)
and the state’s unemployment insurance system.
The EDD had yet to process more than 1.5 million
unemployment claims as of the end of September.
Although delays in processing occurred in large
part as the result of the sheer number of claims,
the California State Auditor and California Assembly
Insurance Committee have previously highlighted
shortcomings in EDD’s efforts to modernize its
technology system.38 A strike team established by

Governor Newsom to address backlogged claims
further found that administrative and organizational
problems at EDD contributed to delays in individuals
receiving unemployment.39
Witnesses emphasized the need for the state to work
boldly to rebuild and to address California’s structural
inequities. Laura Tyson, Professor at the Haas School
of Business at UC Berkeley and former Chair of
the U.S. President’s Council of Economic Advisors,
and Lenny Mendonca, former Chief Economic and
Business Advisor to Governor Newsom, suggested
that creating a path toward equitable recovery could
include:
◊

◊

◊

◊

Measures designed to address wage inequities,
like expansion of the state’s Earned Income
Tax Credit to bring low-wage workers up to a
minimum basic income, as well as steps to inject
investment into the economy and enable greater
future growth, like expenditure on infrastructure;
Loans and grants for small businesses to help
them survive the downturn;
Place-based approaches to development that
take advantage of regional advantage to promote
equitable development and boost California’s
competitiveness with regard to other states and
foreign economies; and,
Training and reskilling opportunities that help
displaced workers move into careers with higher
wages and better prospects for advancement.40

Tyson and Mendonca also noted, however, that the
state’s ability to undertake these kinds of initiatives
would depend on an improved budget situation and
financial relief from the federal government. In May,
the state confronted a $54 billion budget deficit as
a result of fallen revenues and new expenditures
aimed at responding to the pandemic.41 The state
entered this crisis better prepared compared to
previous recessions. Witnesses commended the
foresight of Governors Brown and Newsom and of
the Legislature in building more than $20 billion in

reserves to help smooth the boom-and-bust cycles
of California state finance.42 Yet the pandemic still
cut deeply into the current year’s budget and will
weigh on future budgets. The failure of the federal
government to provide additional relief for state
governments by October 15 triggered a new round
of $11 billion in state spending reductions, largely in
cuts to higher education and in deferrals to school
spending.

The COVID pandemic has
amplifed the long-term crisis of
inequity facing California.
Despite some improvement in the state’s budgetary
outlook, the absence of additional federal support
imposes limits both on how California state
government can support those impacted by the
pandemic and on the steps California government
can take to put the state on a road to equitable
recovery.43 Although witnesses identified approaches
to strengthen California’s economic system and to
make it more equitable, much of this work is unlikely
to occur in a timeframe that can help to address the
immediate needs of Californians impacted by the
pandemic.

NEED FOR PARTNERSHIP
California state government does not have the
resources to fully address the economic impacts
of COVID or, on its own, to create a full pathway
to equitable recovery. Yet California is also an
enormously prosperous state with a wealth of
financial resources and human talent, and of
innovative businesses and nonprofit institutions.
There are notable instances where the private sector,
both for-profit and nonprofit, has already contributed
significantly and innovatively to helping California
address the impact of COVID. Building on these
initiatives and more fully leveraging private resources
are critical to the state moving forward.
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The Commission finds that state government can
start California on a road to recovery by encouraging
and leveraging public-private partnership to support
small businesses. Small businesses, especially
minority-owned businesses, have borne the brunt
of impact of the pandemic and pandemic-induced
recession. In order to promote recovery, the state
of California must help these enterprises survive
the continuing downturn and build back strongly as
the economy revives. State government will most
effectively support small businesses by working
in concert with the private sector and promoting
coordination between the public sector and private
entities, both nonprofit and for-profit.

Supporting Small Businesses
The COVID pandemic pushed small businesses
to the edge of extinction. Rebuilding California’s
economy depends on their survival and recovery.
Businesses with fewer than 500 employees
accounted for roughly half the state’s workforce at
the start of the pandemic. These small businesses
are the cornerstones of vibrant communities.
They provide livelihoods and jobs and drive local
economies, supporting local tax bases and helping
to maintain communities’ economic well-being.44
Failing to support small businesses will likely result
in more closures and bankruptcies, hollowing-out
communities, depriving cities and towns of revenue,
and making the pathway to recovery steeper and
more arduous.45
Supporting small businesses is also critical for
mitigating the pandemic’s disparate impact on
underserved communities and communities of
color. Small businesses are more likely than larger
businesses to be owned by women and non-White
Californians; prior to the pandemic, approximately
40 percent of small businesses in California were
minority owned.46 The pandemic has impacted these
minority-owned businesses most heavily and they
must be a focus of state government’s efforts to
promote recovery.
12 | LITTLE HOOVER COMMISSION

In the face of difficult conditions, small businesses
have interrelated financial and technical needs.
Susan Mac Cormac, a law partner in the San
Francisco Bay Area who has helped to spearhead
initiatives to support small businesses, explained,
“Small business owners need access to resources—
grants and affordable credit—and tailored advice on
how to navigate this period of extreme uncertainty.”47
According to Mac Cormac and other witnesses,
small businesses need financial support to help
them survive the current downturn and retool for a
changed business environment. They also require
culturally competent technical assistance to navigate
loan processes and relief programs, to make sense of
changing orders and regulations regarding reopening
and safe operation, and to adjust to a new business
climate, especially increased reliance on e-commerce.
The urgency of this moment has catalyzed people
and organizations from the private and public
sectors to come together in new partnerships to
address the crisis facing California’s small businesses
and respond to small business needs. The state of
California can leverage these initiatives by providing
coordination and leadership and by identifying
those private efforts that have the most potential for
impact if supported and scaled.

THE CHALLENGES FACING MINORITYOWNED SMALL BUSINESSES
In addition to being more exposed to the effects
of the pandemic, minority-owned businesses were
also in a weaker position to withstand it. Minorityowned businesses tended to have less cash on hand
than non-minority-owned businesses going into
the pandemic and thus less cushion to withstand
a prolonged decline in activity.48 According to a
JP Morgan Chase Institute study from 2019, most
businesses in Black- and Latino-neighborhoods
reported having less than 14-days’ worth of cash on
hand.49 Minority-owned businesses are also about
two times more likely to be “at risk” or “distressed”—
based on profitability, credit scores, and ability to

use retained earnings as a funding source—than
non-minority-owned small businesses. The Federal
Reserve has found that distressed businesses are
three times more likely to close due to a two-month
revenue shock than non-distressed businesses.50

Small businesses, especially
minority-owned businesses,
have borne the brunt of impact
of the pandemic and pandemicinduced recession.
Although minority-owned businesses are
disproportionately impacted by the pandemic, they
appear to have been underserved by federal relief
programs. A national survey of minority business
owners who applied for first round Payment
Protection Program (PPP) funding found that
only 12 percent received the PPP loan assistance
they requested, compared to 38 percent of small
business owners overall.51 Access to funds seems
to have improved following the release of a
second tranche of PPP funding in May 2020, but
disparities remained. Based on a review of national
data, the Brookings Institution finds that small
businesses with paid employees in majority-Black
neighborhoods on average waited 31 days to receive
PPP loans, seven days longer than businesses in
majority-White neighborhoods. Non-employer
firms (which constitute more than 90 percent of
California’s minority-owned small businesses) in
minority neighborhoods waited on average for
about two months to receive PPP loans, about three
weeks longer than non-employer firms in White
neighborhoods.52
Minority-owned businesses were also far more
likely to receive loans from Fintech and online
lending companies than were non-minority-owned
firms. This dependence on Fintech may leave

minority-owned businesses dependent on firms
that are comparatively unregulated and that tend to
provide less favorable interest rates and repayment
schedules than traditional banks.53
These challenges to securing federal funding are
substantially rooted in minority-owned businesses’
historical lack of access to the financial system. The
banking institutions that processed the applications
for PPP loans often required that applicants have
a preexisting relationship with them or prioritized
existing customers.54 As a result of lower collateral
and lower net worth, minority business owners
and the owners of microbusinesses are much less
likely to obtain bank funding than White business
owners and the owners of larger businesses, putting
minority-owned businesses at a disadvantage in
obtaining PPP loans.55 Loans were also awarded on a
first-come, first-served basis, giving better resourced
firms an advantage in securing funding, especially
during the first round of funding.
Moreover, researchers have found evidence of racial
bias in the provision of PPP loans; matched-pair
tests, where White and Black applicants with similar
characteristics apply to a lender in the same time
period, show notable disparities in how financial
institutions treated PPP applicants.56

THE IMPORTANCE OF CDFIS
Although California’s small businesses—especially
those in underserved communities—face severe
challenges, in the course of this study the
Commission learned that the state does not need
to create a new infrastructure to support these
businesses. The state should explore how to better
support the institutions serving small businesses that
are already in place.57
Uneven access to financial relief and capital
underscores the importance of Community
Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs)
in providing support for small businesses in
underserved communities. CDFIs are private
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institutions that focus on community development
and on serving underserved communities—both
urban and rural—by providing credit and other
financial services. These institutions first emerged
in the 1970s as a response to redlining and other
discriminatory lending practices and the resulting
lack of access to credit in many lower-income
communities. In the words of Hilda Kennedy,
Founder and President of AmPac Business Capital,
a CDFI located in the Inland Empire, CDFIs are the
“‘National Guard for small businesses,’ dispatched
to fill a void that banks are unable to fill.”58 As of
2018, there were 95 CDFIs active in California, which
provided about $11 billion in lending that year,
both for financing affordable housing and for small
businesses.59
As community institutions, CDFIs may establish
greater trust with small businesses in underserved
communities than traditional banks. CDFIs have
experience working with businesses in underserved
communities and supporting businesses perceived
as “risky” by traditional banks.60 Loan applicants
generally have a much greater rate of success at
CDFIs than at other credit sources.61 In serving these
businesses, CDFIs report loan loss rates comparable
to or lower than those of conventional financial
institutions, in part because of their commitment
to borrowers’ success and because they provide
technical assistance as needed.62
CDFIs often work closely with mainstream financial
institutions, with which they partner to direct capital
to underserved communities. Banks and other
financial institutions meet obligations under the
federal Community Reinvestment Act by investing in
and through CDFIs, while CDFIs have the specialized
knowledge and relationships of trust to deploy that
capital effectively. At the same time, CDFIs work
with small businesses and help them gain access
to mainstream sources of funding. Hilda Kennedy
explained, “Where CDFIs’s provide the greatest
value to small businesses is technical assistance and
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Impact of CDFIs: Infusion
Partners 360
The Commission received testimony from
Kenya Blane, CEO of Infusion Partners
360, a nurse registry, that highlighted the
important role of CDFIs in helping small
businesses both to survive the pandemic and
to become bankable. Ms. Blane related, “The
pandemic has caused my company to have
to pivot strategically and make adjustments
as we rethink and reimagine how we would
do business in order to survive.” Infusion
Partners was able to retool successfully in the
face of COVID by virtue of receiving federal
financial support, including a PPP loan. Ms.
Blane explained that prior mentoring and
support from a CDFI helped put her business
in a position to secure that loan: “Our ability
to sustain would not have been possible
without those in our professional network,”
including AmPac Business Capital, business
coach, peer mentors, and CPA. “We would
not have been able to survive the pandemic
without this support.” Ms. Blane emphasized
the importance of technical assistance and
peer mentoring, as well as financial resources,
in making it possible for small businesses to
endure a crisis like the COVID pandemic.

coaching from the perspective of a lender.” CDFIs
work with businesses to make them bankable, raising
the financial acumen and credit rating of owners and
providing advice to help them access other funding
sources.
The pandemic has heightened the critical role that
CDFIs play in supporting businesses in underserved
communities. Witnesses reported that CDFIs helped
to fill a gap left by mainstream banks. Susan Mac
Cormac related that when she reached out to Pacific

Community Ventures (a CDFI) in mid-March to offer
assistance, staff at that institution informed her that
where they normally received 30 loan applications a
week, they then faced 600 applications a day.63 Hilda
Kennedy reported: “Our office took more than 200
calls a day, remotely, in March when the Governor
issued the Executive Stay Home order. Our clients
and small businesses in the community were looking
for help and they could not get help from their bank
of 10, 20 or 30 years. They were frustrated; they were
scared, and they were looking for solutions.”64 Many
CDFIs faced a similar surge in requests for assistance
and support.65

“Small business owners need
access to resources - grants and
affordable credit - and tailored
advice on how to navigate this
period of extreme uncertainty.”
- Susan Mac Cormac, CoFounder of the California Small
Enterprise Task Force
To serve the great number of small businesses in
need of financial assistance, CDFIs themselves need
additional support. Even before the economic crisis,
many CDFIs had limited capacity for additional
lending and often struggled to raise affordable
capital.66 CDFIs’ efforts to support small businesses
have strained their operational capacity and their
balance sheets.67 Banks and financial institutions
have stepped in and extended grants and lowinterest loans to CDFIs. Wells Fargo Bank, for
example, committed to providing $400 million in
PPP fees to CDFIs nationally to support lending and
technical assistance for small businesses.68 Bank of
the West invested $3.5 million in California-based
CDFIs through long-term, low-interest loans.69 Yet
given the scale of the crisis facing businesses in

underserved communities, California’s CDFIs need
funding that is orders of magnitude greater than
what they have received thus far from their usual
partners. According to Hilda Kennedy, CDFIs need
the state’s assistance in obtaining affordable capital,
grants, and liquidity.

SMALL BUSINESS LOAN PROGRAMS
Small business loan guarantee programs provide
a demonstrated approach for supporting small
businesses and CDFIs by making low-interest credit
available to them. Both national governments
worldwide and U.S. state governments, including
California’s, manage programs that provide
affordable loans to small businesses. These
programs usually take the form of credit guarantee
schemes that provide a state guarantee for a portion
of a business loan, thereby reducing the lender’s
risk and enabling them to loan to businesses that
otherwise might be deemed too risky, as well as to
provide credit at a lower interest rate.70
Programs that provide subsidized financing have a
track record both of supporting small businesses in
need of financing and of increasing small business
profitability. A study of the Canada Small Business
Financing Program, which provides partial credit
guarantees for small and medium-sized businesses,
finds that businesses receiving financing through that
program saw 12 percent higher revenues, realized
14 percent greater profits, and paid out 6 percent
higher total wages than comparable firms that did
not participate in the program.71 A separate study of
this same program found that between two-thirds
and three-quarters of businesses receiving funding
through it would not have received credit otherwise.72
These programs can also increase employment,
with studies showing some increasing employment
by approximately 10-to-25 percent, or more.73
Reviews of loan guarantee schemes in the United
States further suggest that these programs support
employment growth more efficiently than federal
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jobs programs. One study estimated that federal
Small Business Administration-guaranteed loans
supported job creation at a cost of $9,200 to $18,800
per job; in contrast, the cost to create one job
through the federal New Jobs Tax Credit was $37,500$75,000, while it cost over $158,000 to create a single
job through the stimulus measures included in the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.74
These increases in profitability and employment
further point to a multiplier effect. Loan guarantee
programs providing small businesses with subsidized
financing appear to increase economic growth overall
and to expand government revenues, benefiting
the economy and communities as well as those
enterprises directly receiving loans.75

STATE FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR SMALL
BUSINESSES
The State of California has responded to the
pandemic by expanding its existing small business
loan guarantee programs and by initiating a new
loan fund designed to support small businesses
and CDFIs. The state budget for 2020-21 provided
$125 million in additional funding for the California
Infrastructure and Economic Development Bank
(IBank) to help address gaps in federal relief and
recovery programs:
◊

$50 million for IBank’s Disaster Relief Loan
Guarantee program, which provides loan
guarantees to support and encourage lending to
small businesses impacted by natural disasters.76
This additional funding is specifically intended to
expand this program to support small businesses
impacted by COVID and to provide support
for small businesses that were not eligible for
federal funding, including business owners who
are undocumented and those who do not meet
credit criteria for federal programs. Eighty percent
of loans have gone to low-to-moderate income
businesses or women-owned businesses.77
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◊

◊

$50 million for IBank’s Small Business Loan
Guarantee Program. For this program, IBank’s
Small Business Finance Center partners with
Financial Development Corporations, which
process the loan guarantees for qualifying
businesses and provide technical assistance.
This additional funding will add to the program’s
existing reserve account of approximately $95
million, allowing it to substantially increase the
number of loans it guarantees.
$25 million to IBank to provide capital to CDFIs
and other mission-based lenders serving
underbanked communities.78

Of this state funding for small businesses, the
most significant may prove to be the $25 million to
support CDFIs. This funding provides the basis for an
ambitious and innovative public-private partnership
that will leverage state dollars to attract substantial
private investment in small businesses: the California
Rebuilding Fund.

CALIFORNIA REBUILDING FUND
The California Rebuilding Fund is an initiative that
emerged out of the California Small Enterprise (CASE)
Task Force, a consortium of legal, financial, and
nonprofit professionals in the San Francisco Bay Area
working to support small businesses impacted by the
pandemic. Susan Mac Cormac, one of the task force’s
leaders, explained that early in the pandemic CASE
members realized, “no parties in California were
working to bring the CDFIs together to secure the
philanthropic and bank financing that they needed.”79
Members of CASE stepped in to design a loan
program that could aggregate private funding and
direct it toward CDFIs, with the goal of enabling those
institutions to on lend at scale to small businesses.
They presented a proposal for the planned program
to the Governor’s Task Force on Business and Jobs
Recovery in summer 2020; statutory language was
then included in the 2020-21 budget authorizing
IBank to implement the program. IBank received
Board approval to proceed with the program in
September 2020.

The Rebuilding Fund aggregates funding from public,
private, and philanthropic sources to support small
businesses. The $25 million provided to IBank in
the 2020-21 budget to support CDFIs serves as
first-loss capital to help attract additional funding
from both philanthropic organizations and for-profit
lenders—state money bears the brunt of anticipated
defaults, limiting the risk to commercial lenders and
incentivizing them to contribute to the fund. The goal
is to leverage state dollars to create a Rebuilding
Fund totaling $250-$500 million, which will be made
available to CDFIs to provide low interest small
business loans.80 The Commission received testimony
suggesting that the use of state money to provide
first-loss capital has high potential for attracting
investment from financial institutions: Bank of the
West suggested that first-loss guarantees are a useful
incentive to encourage investment in CDFIs.81

Failing to support small
businesses will likely result in
more closures and bankruptcies,
hollowing-out communities,
depriving cities and towns
of revenue, and making the
pathway to recovery steeper
and more arduous.
The Rebuilding Fund is designed to provide capital
for CDFIs and other mission-based lenders, which
otherwise would be constrained in their ability to
make additional small business loans. Unlike IBank’s
existing loan guarantee programs, which requires
that lenders have sufficient capital to make loans, the
Rebuilding Fund will provide CDFIs and other lenders
with capital for lending. The program is open to small
businesses with under 50 employees and provides
loans of up to $100,000.

Structurally, the fund is constituted as a Public
Benefit LLC to be managed by Kiva Capital
Management, an impact asset manager. After
loans have been made by CDFIs, they will then
be transferred to a special purpose vehicle (SPV)
established to hold the loans. The SPV will serve to
remove loans from CDFI balance sheets and ensure
that those loans do not constrain the ability of CDFIs
to continue lending. Based on testimony that the
Commission received, which noted the importance
of enhancing the liquidity of CDFIs, the use of a SPV
appears to be a critically important feature of the
Rebuilding Fund.

ADDITIONAL PUBLIC-PRIVATE
PARTNERSHIP
The Small Business Rebuilding Fund illustrates the
role of state government in encouraging, directing,
and coordinating private resources toward small
businesses. Isabel Guzman, Director of the Office
of the Small Business Advocate (OSBA), explained
the importance of such coordination in supporting
small enterprises, “Small businesses are facing
unprecedented challenges in how they operate,
connect to clients and neighborhoods, maintain
compliance and innovate to grow and scale. A
strong collaborative effort to strengthen and amplify
resources and connect small businesses to networks
and communities for support will help small
businesses recover, build resilience and survive these
historic times.”82
California has instituted initiatives to provide
technical assistance and to help businesses navigate
a radically changed business environment:
◊

Shop Safe, Shop Local – A campaign launched by
the Governor’s Task Force on Business and Jobs
Recovery and spearheaded by OSBA. In addition
to encouraging Californians to support local
businesses, this initiative, in partnership with a
number of large companies (including Google and
UPS), aims to provide small business owners with
digital tools and resources to help them engage
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in e-commerce.83 Since the start of the pandemic,
more than half of small businesses reported
increasing online interaction with customers.84 The
Shop Safe, Shop Local initiative aims to ensure
that small businesses have access to online
marketing and commerce tools.
◊

Safely Making California – A partnership between
the California Manufacturers & Technology
Association (CMTA) and state government
(through the Office of Emergency Services) that
connects California manufacturers of non-medical
grade personal protective equipment (PPE) (face
masks, gowns, gloves, sanitizer) with employers
who require such equipment to reopen and
remain open. This initiative, in collaboration with
Intel, created an online site to match producers
with purchasers of non-medical grade PPE.85
It is also an example of how state government
can help to translate growing interest in “onshoring” into concrete actions that support small
businesses.

These initiatives demonstrate notable government
leadership in partnering with private companies
and organizations to connect small businesses with
resources. Yet awareness of these initiatives may be
too limited. It appears that city officials working with
small businesses, as well as business organization
leaders, may not be aware of the Shop Safe, Shop
Local program and have thus not been able to direct
business owners to the associated resources.86 CMTA
similarly reports that although the Safely Making
California interface is helping to connect some
businesses with California manufacturers of PPE, this
initiative too could benefit from broader awareness
among businesses looking to purchase PPE.87 Since
OSBA received funding in the most recent budget for
additional staff to assist with regional outreach, the
Commission expects awareness of state initiatives to
support small businesses to improve.
There also appears to be opportunity to enhance
coordination and collaboration within state initiatives
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to support small businesses. OSBA’s webpage for
the Shop Safe, Shop Local initiative, for example,
links to state guidance on safely reopening and to
the specific resources provided by industry partners.
It does not, however, connect to private resource
compilations or to the range of municipal and local
initiatives that have emerged to support small
businesses. Witnesses suggested that it would be
helpful for businesses seeking assistance to have a
single portal that can aggregate information about
available resources and connect small business
owners directly with CDFIs or with local relief
programs.88

“A strong collaborative effort
to strengthen and amplify
resources and connect small
businesses to networks and
communities for support will
help small businesses recover,
build resilience and survive
these historic times.” - Isabel
Guzman, Director of the Office
of the Small Business Advocate
There are notable local and private initiatives
that have worked to support small businesses.
The CASE Task Force that designed and pushed
for the California Rebuilding Fund, for example,
began as an initiative to provide guidance to small
businesses looking to navigate the pandemic and
initial shutdowns. CASE organized business and
law students to provide pro bono advice to small
business owners, and further compiled a resource
guide that responds to common questions and
identifies resources available to small business
owners by county. The CASE Task Force reports
that, as of September 2020, more than 200,000

small businesses across the state have accessed
the resource guide and nearly 1,000 businesses had
attended “office hours” sessions.89
Cities and counties have organized relief funds
for small businesses. The City of Los Angeles and
County of Los Angeles, for example, have partnered
with philanthropic organizations to create the Los
Angeles Regional COVID-19 Recover Fund, which has
administered five rounds of funding for Los Angeles
small businesses and nonprofit organizations.90
Foundations, civic organizations, and other nonprofit
entities have also created relief funds for small
businesses. The Silicon Valley Community Foundation
has partnered with Opportunity Fund, a Bay Area
CDFI and nonprofit microlender, to host a small
business relief fund that has provided more than
$3.5 million to small businesses.91 Across the state,
the Sierra Business Council led regional stakeholders
in aggregating philanthropic and private donations,
funding from local municipalities, and money from
local investors to create The Resilience Fund – Sierra,
which provides low interest loans and consulting
services to regional small businesses with fewer than
25 employees.92
Aggregating information about these various
initiatives on a single site would have the benefit of
creating a one-stop shop for business owners around
the state looking to identify potential sources of
financial or technical support. It would also help to
raise awareness of these initiatives among potential
funders.

Recommendations
Governor Newsom, GO-Biz, and the Office of the
Small Business Advocate have demonstrated notable
initiative in responding to the crisis facing California’s
small businesses. Yet the Commission believes that
the initial work done thus far represents a first step
toward broader public-private partnership. The scale
of the crisis facing small businesses is great; without

bolder action, many more small businesses may
fail, with likely disproportionate impact on already
underserved communities. Even if additional federal
small business relief becomes available and even
if that relief is better targeted toward minorityowned businesses, small businesses in underserved
communities will likely still need additional
support to help overcome historical inequities and
longstanding barriers to capital. The state should
take an even bolder leadership role in encouraging
private support for small businesses and in
establishing broader public-private partnership to
advance small enterprises.
Recommendation 1: GO-Biz and IBank should
develop and execute a strategy for maximizing
participation in the California Rebuilding Fund
among California financial institutions. In the view
of the Commission, maximizing private participation
in the Rebuilding Fund is vital to enabling businesses
in underserved communities to survive and recover.
The state needs to use its megaphone to make
financial institutions, private investors, and
philanthropic donors aware of the Rebuilding
Fund and to encourage high-net-worth individuals,
impact investors, and major corporations to lend
and/or donate to the Rebuilding Fund. This may
include working with regional business councils
to disseminate information about the Rebuilding
Fund and explain why it is vital to support small
businesses, especially those in underserved
communities. It may also include fully leveraging
existing state investment networks, like the
Department of Insurance’s California Organized
Investment Network (COIN) program, which works
to increase insurance industry investment in
underserved communities in California.93
In order to encourage investment, GO-Biz and
IBank should also develop a strategy for publicly
recognizing institutional investors and explore
additional means for incentivizing participation.
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Recommendation 2: In addition to developing
a strategy for maximizing participation in the
Rebuilding Fund, IBank should take steps to
ensure that funding equitably reaches small
businesses in underserved communities and
communities of color. The Rebuilding Fund
helps direct private capital to small businesses in
underserved communities and must demonstrate
that it is achieving this goal. The Rebuilding Fund will
partner with economists from UC Berkeley’s Haas
School of Business to study the impact of the fund.
The Rebuilding Fund/IBank should also publicly
report demographic and geographic data on the
small businesses receiving support and work with
researchers to ensure loans reach underserved and
underbanked communities. Where necessary, IBank,
GO-Biz, and participating CDFIs should work with city
or county governments and with community-based
organizations to improve access in underserved
communities.
IBank should also take steps to ensure that the
Rebuilding Fund serves CDFIs equitably. CDFIs
vary considerably in size and service area. IBank
should publicly report on which CDFIs receive
capital through the Rebuilding Fund, and work with
researchers and CDFIs to identify and address any
barriers to participation.
Recommendation 3: IBank should develop a
strategy for expanding the size of the Rebuilding
Fund, with an aspirational goal of creating
a fund of one billion dollars. If initial results
from the Rebuilding Fund are promising (in
terms of private sector participation, CDFI
uptake, outreach to underserved communities,
initial results of loans, etc.), the Governor and
Legislature should make the Rebuilding Fund
permanent by establishing an annual, recurring
state contribution.
Even if IBank reaches the current goal of building
a fund of at least $250 million, this will only meet a
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portion of small business need. PPP loans provided
by AmPac Business Capital averaged $13,000.94
Based on this loan size, a Rebuilding Fund of $250
million would only support about 19,200 businesses.
The Rebuilding Fund’s designers originally aimed to
create a billion dollar fund.95 In the opinion of the
Commission, this is a level more comparable with the
scale of the crisis facing small businesses.
As the state’s budget allows, the Commission
recommends that the Governor and Legislature
consider increasing the state’s contribution to the
Rebuilding Fund. In addition, IBank and GO-Biz
should further encourage foundations, philanthropic
institutions, and high-net-worth individuals to match
and build on the state’s contribution of first-loss
capital. In expanding the size of the fund, IBank
should also expand the number of CDFIs formally
participating in the initiative and expand participation
in the initiative to other mission-based lenders
with strong records of supporting underserved
communities.
Moreover, promoting and sustaining recovery
following the end of the pandemic and pandemicinduced recession will likely require sustained
action on the part of the state. A permanent small
business investment fund could help underserved
communities recover and help to address the
historical barriers to capital facing small businesses
in those communities. Since the Rebuilding Fund
expects that much or all of the state’s contribution
will ultimately serve to cover losses as a result of
the failure of some small businesses, a recurring
contribution will be necessary to maintain the fund.
Recommendation 4: In consultation and
cooperation with relevant agencies and private
partners, GO-Biz should design and execute
a campaign to raise awareness of CDFIs and
other mission-based lenders, especially among
grantmakers and impact investors. Commission
staff have been advised in interviews that while

CDFIs already work with and receive support from
banks, they have greater difficulty connecting with
grantmakers and with impact investors. “With their
experience, track record, longevity, and structure
for capital absorption, CDFIs are strong investment
candidates for impact investors interested in
community revitalization and similar strategies.”96
Yet awareness of CDFIs outside the mainstream
banks and other financial institutions subject to
the Community Reinvestment Act appears limited.
Philanthropic support and grants are especially
valuable for CDFIs since they can use this money
to build out organizational capacity and expand
their ability to provide technical assistance. Since
the Rebuilding Fund will make additional funding
available to CDFIs, it is critical CDFIs have the
operational capacity to fully deploy that funding.

locate, and search resources and potential sources
of assistance. This may be modeled on the state’s
approach to the Safely Making California initiative,
wherein the state leveraged private technical
expertise and software systems to connect small
businesses to makers of PPE.
In support of the development of a “one-stop”
web portal for small business resources, GO-Biz
and OSBA should determine and report on what
would be required to make informational resources
more broadly available to small business owners,
including what additional staffing might be required
to be able to coordinate with private initiatives and
what technical and translation assistance would
be required to aggregate existing small business
resources and make them more widely and readily
available.

The Rebuilding Fund provides one avenue both for
raising awareness of CDFIs and for directing impact
investment towards CDFIs. GO-Biz and OSBA should
also develop a public awareness strategy to further
publicize the work of CDFIs and mission-based
lenders, and to encourage investment in these
institutions. This may include steps to integrate
CDFIs and mission-based lenders more fully into
existing flows of resources and to emphasize them
within existing investment networks. The awareness
strategy should further include consideration of how
to direct investment toward smaller and more locally
oriented CDFIs and community lenders in addition to
larger institutions.
Recommendation 5: With assistance from the
Governor’s Office and relevant agencies, OSBA
should partner with private entities to make
informational resources more broadly accessible
to California’s small business owners. To this end,
OSBA should partner with California’s technology
sector to develop a web portal that aggregates
information about state, local, and private programs
and initiatives that support small businesses and
allows small business owners to easily identify,
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